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M I N U T E S 

 
1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 

The meeting was called to order by the President, Jacqueline Smit, at 12:05 p.m.  She welcomed everyone in attendance at 

the Ponderosa Centre and those viewing via the webcast at UBC Okanagan, UBC Robson Square, the hospital departments 

and all other locations. Before acceptance of the agenda, she acknowledged International Worker’s Memorial Day on April 

28 and Administrative Professionals Day on April 25.  

2. ACCEPTANCE OF THE AGENDA 

The agenda was circulated prior to the meeting. 

It was: 

 Moved/seconded (Adam McCluskey/Aaron Anderson) to accept the agenda as circulated.  — CARRIED 

3. GUEST SPEAKER:  DR. PAUL KERSHAW, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, HUMAN EARLY LEARNING PARTNERSHIP – 

DOES CANADA STILL WORK FOR ALL GENERATIONS?  

Dr. Kershaw’s talk focused on the state of public policy in Canada and whether or not Canada still works for all generations. 

Kershaw used the beaver as an analogy for its superb building traits to create a reservoir which, if deep enough, allows them 

to gain efficiency, security, and ample room to build lodgings for each individual family.  Cracks or holes that appear over 

time are quickly filled, not because of an individual beaver but because the entire community of beavers depends on that dam 

for its shared standard of living.   

He felt it was important for Canadians to pay attention to this beaver analogy, in particular, out of concern for the fact that 

the standard of living is in a serious decline in Canada for those under the age of 45.  In the mid 1970’s, adjusted for 

inflation, the average household couple aged 25–35 was making $73,000 a year.  In real dollars that average has declined 

despite a dramatic rise in the proportion of dual income earners.  In addition, with that stalled household income, families 

have to pay for housing prices that have gone up (after adjusting for inflation) in this province by 149% and across the 

country 76%.  This leaves a generation of under 45 in their prime child bearing and rearing years who are squeezed for time 

at home because it often now takes two earners to make the same income from a generation ago.  This generation is squeezed 

for income even when they are not technically poor because of the rising cost of housing and because student debt loads are 

much larger.  This generation is also squeezed for services when they think about having a family because things like 

childcare are hard to find and cost the equivalent of a second mortgage.  The squeeze in and of itself is concerning, but it has 

also occurred in an economic backdrop where Canada’s economy has literally doubled in size.  Add to this (as compared to a 

generation ago) the proportion of government debt they are inheriting is nearly twice as a large, and the environmental debt 

in the form of the carbon footprint hasn’t improved at all.  This confluence of social, economic, government and 

environmental trends prompts the question: Does Canada still work for all generations or is there growing evidence of a 

breach starting to form between Canadians in different generations in terms of social and economic patterns?   

Kershaw acknowledged the Occupy Movement’s role in drawing attention to the growing gap between the rich and the poor, 

but this divide should also be interpreted through a lens that includes a generational analysis.  While the standard of living 

has been declining for those under 45, incomes are up 18% across the country and up more than 20% in BC for those 55–64 

compared to today from a generation ago.  In 1976, 29% of Canadian seniors were poor, but through various public policy 
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initiatives the rate is down to about 5%.  By contrast far less progress has been made bringing down poverty for families with 

children.   

While Canadians have been doing their best to deal with today’s different social and economic pressures individually, they 

have been very poor at thinking about how to use public policy to adjust to these challenges.  Organizations like UNICEF 

routinely over the last decade have ranked Canada as one of the worst industrialized countries when it comes to investing in 

families with children under the age of six.  That failure to support the most vulnerable Canadians is simply not consistent 

with Canada’s proud tradition of “beaver logic”.  Kershaw concluded by outlining a series of challenges facing different 

generations by suggesting that these challenges are linked by the same cause: short sighted public policy thinking and unwise 

public investment.   

4. ADOPTION OF THE MINUTES OF THE APRIL 27, 2011 SPRING GENERAL MEETING 

It was: 

 Moved/seconded (Margaret Leathley/Daryl Stowe) to approve the Spring General Meeting Minutes of April 27, 

2011 as posted on the AAPS website.  — CARRIED 

5. PRESIDENT’S REPORT:  JACQUELINE SMIT 

Jacqueline began by announcing that AAPS is celebrating its 35th birthday this year.  In April 1977 AAPS was formally 

incorporated as a society in BC.  She encouraged members to participate in a trivia contest posted on the website ending on 

May 4, 2012.  Everyone correctly answering the ten trivia questions will be entered in a draw for an E-Reader.   

In January 2012, the Board held its annual retreat which built on the work of the previous retreat.  The focus of these retreats 

has been to take a strategic approach to some of the challenges that the Board will be facing in the next 3–5 years and 

examining the relationship that is needed with UBC.   

This year one of the outcomes of the retreat was the development of a new sub-committee called the Member Engagement 

Committee, deliverables of which will be forthcoming in the months ahead.  The retreat also focused on the presentation for 

a meeting with President Toope and Lisa Castle.   

Jacqueline then reviewed in detail the actual presentation given to President Toope and Lisa Castle on February 15, 2012. 

The presentation began with a review of UBC’s commitment to providing an exceptional work environment and the various 

benchmarks and accomplishments that have been achieved by AAPS members.  That introduction was followed by the 

trends, costs, comparator analysis, and effects on respectful workplace of UBC’s termination practices.  Terminations 

without cause due to reorganization, financial reasons, as well as fit or suitability have seen a dramatic increase in the last 

five years.  The rate has tripled since 2008.  AAPS attributes this concerning trend to an arbitration case that clearly 

established UBC’s almost unfettered right to terminate without cause.   

Research for the presentation also set out the cost of UBC’s termination rates by taking into account the cost of salary 

continuance, relocation counselling, and turnover.  Jacqueline also outlined the indirect costs in the form of lower morale, 

loss of productivity, diminished trust, lost skills & organizational knowledge, and social capital.  UBC’s Place & Promise 

talks about striving to retain faculty and staff and their commitments within the AAPS collective agreement (Articles 9.1.4 & 

9.1.5) clearly specifies help for terminated employees to find alternate work at UBC, in actual fact the rehire rate was 8.8%.  

Research conducted on national comparators, particularly complex research universities, revealed that there are rarely 

terminated for fit or suitability below the Director level.  It was common whether in a collective agreement or in HR policies, 

that individuals must be given ample opportunity to improve performance prior to consideration of termination.  None of the 

provincial comparators: SFU, UVic and UNBC allow for termination without cause for fit or suitability reasons.  The last 

concern was related to UBC’s Respectful Environment Statement and how Article 9 exacerbates existing power imbalances 

and suppresses the number of actual workplace harassment and bullying complaints.  In conclusion, there is a disconnect 

between what UBC says it does and what it does.  No other comparable University treats it staff this way and no other 

employee group at UBC is treated this way.  The Board feels that the AAPS collective agreement has really not kept pace 

with some of the changes that have been happening at UBC in terms of the branding, the strategic initiatives, focus on 

people, place and promise and that the collective agreement needs to be tied to these strategic initiatives.   

Jacqueline summarized UBC’s response as follows: Any issues related to the collective agreement should be raised in 

bargaining.  With regards to the fit or suitability terminations, UBC notes that based on a calendar year, there was a modest 
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drop from 2010 to 2011. (AAPS recalculated its numbers based on calendar year and did concur that there does seem to be 

some leveling off but the trend line is the same.)  They also noted that UBC’s termination process underwent an internal 

review in 2011 and was considered to be consistent with best practices. (In follow up with UBC,  AAPS learned that that 

review was really about the termination process at the time the employee was notified that they were being terminated, such 

as receiving the letter, and follow up with the employee afterwards.  The review was not about the termination process 

overall in terms of the decision to terminate staff at UBC).  UBC also stated that the termination process is taken very 

seriously by UBC and that HR works from a position of strength with departments and units to consider all available options 

to make situations work.  UBC HR is in the process of reviewing the collective agreement with AAPS to ensure they are 

upholding the commitments in both language and spirit. (That has not happened yet, but AAPS looks forward to that 

discussion).  UBC denies any link to the 2006 arbitration.  While they did acknowledge an increase in terminations, they 

argued that the increase is accounted for by greater demands for accountability and financial pressures.  UBC did 

acknowledge that the small number of staff rehired by UBC was a common area of concern and they have developed a new 

consultant role which will be for all staff terminated without cause.   

The Board’s next step is to prepare a follow up letter to President Toope in response.  Jacqueline noted that since the meeting 

on February 15, 2012, twenty members have been terminated.  The Board wants to cultivate an ongoing substantial dialogue 

as opposed to a one off meeting.  The Board wants to have ongoing discussions that help identify how AAPS/UBC can 

reverse some of these trends.  UBC has been told that AAPS is willing to work with them in collaboration to address some of 

these issues.  And the Board is talking about how they can contribute to the next Focus on People plan.  Are there ways that 

AAPS can contribute to management through education and training at UBC?  How can AAPS facilitate creating supportive 

work environments for its members and its willingness to working collaboratively with HR in terms of increasing the rehire 

rate?  With regards to UBC’s opinion on strengthening the collective agreement only happening in bargaining, AAPS feels 

that leadership is required at the highest levels when UBC policy and practice are having an adverse impact on any employee 

group on campus.  UBC’s culture and environment and HR practices should be reflective of UBC’s strategic plan and 

commitments such as Focus on People which is a promise to create a work place that is dedicated to excellence, equity and 

mutual respect. 

 

6. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT:  MICHAEL CONLON 

a) Advocacy Update 

Executive Director Michael Conlon reported that demand for advocacy assistance remains steady.  Terminations have 

remained steady at approximately 120 per year.  Assisting terminated employees is a core element of AAPS’ advocacy 

work.  In addition to assisting terminated employees, the AAPS Member Services Officers (MSO) assist in a wide 

variety of other issues/concerns that members have; including issues related to sick leave, excessive hours of work and 

respectful workplace issues.  The MSOs are senior HR professionals themselves who have been in the field for a number 

of years and are able to offer a third party advice solely in the members’ interest.   

Michael encouraged members facing difficult circumstances in the workplace to contact AAPS and he emphasized that 

this free, confidential advice was the most essential service we offer our members. 

b) Market Survey 

As part of the collective agreement, the University is obligated to conduct a salary survey of the representative 

comparator market at appropriate intervals.  This is done in order to determine the 50th percentile that the University is 

then obligated to implement with the caveat that an implementation is subject to the University’s “ability to pay.”  The 

definition of this clause has been an ongoing dispute between AAPS and the University.  In 2006, the dispute resulted in 

a lengthy and costly grievance process.  The University put forward a fair initial offer in 2008 and the parties were able 

to avoid a dispute about “ability to pay.”  The Board is hopeful the upcoming market survey will provide the basis for 

productive resolution and a fair compensation model for our members. 

c) Communications/Website Update 

One of the more important projects in the past year was a strategic redesign of the AAPS’ website.  There was a strong 

consensus of the Communications Committee that the new site needed to project a more human face of AAPS as well as 

foster more interaction between AAPS and its membership.  With these goals in mind, an outside design firm was 

contracted to redesign the site.  Once the design was agreed upon, a series of focus groups were comprised to solicit 

member feedback about the navigation and look of the site.  In response to a motion calling for member to member 
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communication, there now is a LinkedIn group driven off the website that is open to strictly AAPS members to foster 

discussion amongst the membership.  Feedback on the new website has generally been positive with a number of 

adjustments made in response to comments about navigation of the site and access to quick links. 

Collective Bargaining 2012 Update 

The collective agreement expires June 30, 2012 and the bargaining committee will begin meeting in the next week to lay 

out the priorities.  Research and background work has been taking place all winter and the bargaining team is well 

prepared for this round of bargaining.  It was noted that the PSEC mandate for this round is more cryptic than in past 

years and recent comments from the government suggest that there is a possibility for modest wage increases in this 

round of bargaining.  

Once the general framework is established, the mandate will be communicated to the membership.  Once bargaining 

commences there will be very little communication from the bargaining team until either a deal is reached or the parties 

are at an impasse.  If a deal is reached, there will information sessions open to all members as well a general membership 

vote to ratify any new collective agreement.  

 

7. FINANCIAL REPORT:  MICHAEL CONLON 

a)     Current Financial Year Update 

 Revenue forecasting has been a challenge in recent years as our cumulative membership continues to grow despite over 

100 terminations per year.  In addition for the current fiscal year, staff salaries are going to come in lower than budgeted 

due to the maternity leave replacement leaving the position two months into the fiscal year.  Because of the timing, a 

decision was made to cover the position with part-time consulting and contract work.   

Although most expenses are predictable, two areas in particular are difficult to forecast: Arbitration and Legal Advice.  

With regards to Arbitration, best practice for a membership of this size suggests budgeting for three arbitrations per year. 

However, if no cases go to arbitration in a given year that line item alone generates a $100,000 surplus.  The second area 

difficult to forecast is legal advice.  The need for legal advice is driven by the kinds of cases members come forward 

with.  In some years there are more cases requiring legal attention than others and, while not completely random, there is 

no way to precisely gauge member demand for our advocacy services.  In order to offset this year’s surplus, a motion for 

a two months dues holiday is being proposed.   

The AAPS Finance Committee was revamped this past year with the addition of three new AAPS members — all senior 

financial professionals at the University.  The committee will undertake an exhaustive review of the organization’s 

revenue, forecasting, and expense model and make strategic recommendations to the Board to ensure the finances of the 

organization are sustainable.  

When the finance report was complete, a member asked about the cost of PD events.  Michael explained that the cost 

per event was inclusive of the speaker fees, catering, and room rental.  Michael further explained that our speakers are 

professional speakers and we tend to pay in the lower end of the range for accomplished, professional speakers.  The 

member suggested alternative approaches to PD and was invited to contact the Board to discuss her concerns.  

 

b)  Motion Regarding Dues Holidays for 2011/2012 

It was: 

Moved/seconded (Jacqueline Smit/Jennifer Schmidt) Be it resolved that membership dues be waived for the pay 

periods ending May 15, May 31, June 15 and June 30, 2012.  — CARRIED 

 

c)  Proposed 2012/2013 Budget 

 Drawing on the expertise of the Finance Committee, we honed the budget process by carefully reviewing last year’s 

actual expenditures relative to the expectations for this next year, and also by reviewing the revenue stream relative to 

expenses.  That will give us the flexibility over the next year to have the Finance Committee examine the dues structure 

and advise whether or not a dues reduction is in order.  On the expenses side a new line item has been added for the 
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Membership Engagement Committee which was formed at the last Board retreat.  The mandate of the committee is to 

foster connections between AAPS members and increase member engagement with AAPS.   

d)  Motion to Approve 2012/2013 Budget 

  It was: 

Moved/seconded (Jacqueline Smit/Chris Skipper) Be it resolved that the 2012/2013 AAPS Budget prepared by 

the AAPS Finance Committee and endorsed by the Board be approved as presented.   — CARRIED 

 

e) Motion to Appoint the Auditors for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2012 

  It was: 

Moved/seconded (Jacqueline Smit/Margaret Leathley) Be it resolved to appoint the firm De Visser Gray LLP 

Chartered Accountants as the Associations’ auditors for the 2011/2012 fiscal year ending June 30, 2012.    — 

CARRIED 

  

8. QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

There were no additional questions. 

 9. MOTION TO ADJOURN 

The meeting closed at 2:00 p.m. 

 

 


